Forty years ago, Walter Pauk developed the Cornell Note taking Technique to help Cornell U. students organize their lecture and reading notes. This is the most-taught technique in U.S. During 1st semester, she learned from the Cornell technique to organize, review, and study notes. The paper, written on only one side, has a left column which is 2 1/2 inches wide for key words, the right column for content, and a space at the bottom for the summary. The note taker can list brief questions in the left column. Use the left column to remind me of the material and to keep track of what we did. To study for tests, fold the paper so the left side is visible. Look at the key words and try to remember the content. For doing research, take Cornell notes with major themes on the left. Cite the information in the content area: quotations, paraphrasing, author, title, page numbers, etc. Cornell notes help process material. Review notes before classes, assignments, and tests; and make connections.